The Lucerne School of Art and Design offers degree courses which are unique in Switzerland, and, in the realm of art
and design research, provides creative focal points in art, design and film. Thanks to national and international
networking, high-calibre staff, well-equipped workshops and spacious studios, the School offers an environment with a
wealth of opportunities for development. It is one of six Schools making up the Lucerne University of Applied Sciences
and Arts with its 1500 staff and 10,300-plus degree and continuing education students.
The Master Animation offers an education at an international level in the midst of a lively Swiss and European film
industry. It is aimed at animation filmmakers who want to further develop their artistic profile with high standards and
strive to connect to the international market. The Master's program in Animation at the Lucerne School of Art & Design
provides an introduction to the broader context of the international animation film industry and its funding instruments.
Starting August 1, 2022, or by agreement, we are seeking a

Responsible lecturer in the Master Animation (50-60%)
Your duties
- Continued development and coordination of the new Master's Animation program and its core team in collaboration
with the Head of the MA Film.
- Communication, networking as well as acquisition of interested parties for the study offer.
- International positioning of the animation film education.
- Conception and implementation of courses at the Master's level.
- Coordination of the courses with the BA Animation and the MA Film, as well as collaboration in the strategy team of
the film education (BA Video, BA Animation, MA Film, MA Animation).
- Assignment in teaching in the Bachelor's degree program Animation is possible.
- Employment in research is possible.
Your profile
- Initiative personality with willingness to build up the new Master's program, to shape its content and to align it with
existing Master's and Bachelor's program offerings in the field of film.
- Several years of professional experience in the areas Animation film production and/or animation film education.
- Active network in the Swiss and/or international animation film industry.
- University degree (PhD an advantage).
- Excellent written and spoken English skills required. Passive understanding of German is a an advantage.
- Experience with the development of university curricula is desirable.
- Ability to engage in interdisciplinary collaboration.
- Research experience an asset.
Our Offer
We offer an attractive position with the possibility of a professorship and the unique opportunity to play a significant role
in shaping the education of our students as part of a collegial and dedicated team. For this varied activity with a lot of
creative freedom, a stimulating working environment with a modern infrastructure and a professional environment at
our campus in Emmenbrücke are at your disposal.
For further information please contact Prof. Dr. Fred Truniger, Head of Master of Arts in Film and Prof. Dr. Orlando
Budelacci, Vice Director Education or visit: hslu.ch/master-animation
The application deadline is March 30, 2022.
Have we sparked your interest? We look forward to receiving your online application via www.hslu.ch/jobs.

